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ABSTRACT

decoding in a multiuser environment. The operation a f t h e algorithm is described for both training and traclang modes and it is shown to possess recursive lesst-squares algorithm (RLS) performance at least mean squares
algorithm (LMSJ complexity. This work is an extension of [7] to the multiuser case and is an adaptive implementation of the schemes in 131 and

We develop an efficient adaptive receiver for joint equalization and interfercnce cancellation for multi-user space-time blockbcoded transmissions.
The receiver exploits the rich code suucture and allows multiple user transmissions over frequency-selective fading channels with reduced compleiity and lower system overhead. The adaptation scheme is based on a recursive least-squares implementation for faster convergence: nevertheless, it
exploits the code S ~ N C ~ U Wto attain RLS performance at LMS complexity.
1.

[ai.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, wc describe the stmuclure of STBC and review schemes for non-adaptive SC F D E S T B C and

INTRODUCTION

Increasing system capacity without requiring additional bandwidth is of
major significance far spectrally;fficient high-rate wireless communication systems. Space-time block-codes (STBC) help increase reliability
over wireless networks .111. and they can achieve full diversitv gains with
simple linear processing at the receiver. It was shown in [2] that K COchannel users. each equipped with N antennas. and transmitting u n ~ o r r e laled signa,s Can be detected with N-order diversity
if reCeiYer
is equipped with N ( t i - 1) + 1 antennas.
However, the ~tmctureof STBC can be exploited to reduce the number
of receive antennas. It was shown in 131 that only ti receive antennas are
needed to provide N-xder diversity gains and suppress ti 1 c w h a n n e l
space-time users. A simple interference Cancellation scheme for two ccchannel users cmploying the Alamouti STBC scheme 141 was developed
in [3]. It was shown that by using two transmit antennas for each user and
two receive antennas at the base station, it is possible to double the system
capacity by applying only linear processing zt the receiver.
When implemented over frequency-selective channels, the Alamouti
scheme should be implemenled at a block not symbol level and combined
with an effective eoualization scheme to realize additional multioath diversity gains without sacrificing full spatial diversity. A low-complexity
scheme that achieves this goal is the single-carrier frequency4omainequalized (SC FDE) STBC described in IS]. This scheme combines the
advantages of the Alamouti scheme with those of SC FDE [61, namely,
low complexity (due to use of the FFT)and reduced sensitivity, compared
with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), to carrier frequency offsets and nonlinear distortion (due to reduced peak lo average
ratio).
Now coherent joint interference cancellation, equalization, and decoding o f SC FDE-STBC transmissions usually requires channel state information (CSI) at the receiver, which can be estimated using trainine sequences embedded in each block. Then. the optimum equalirerldecoder
Can be computed from the
csl,A n alternative this
tw~-stepchannel-estimate-bnsedappraach isadaptiveequalizafjon/decoding
that dms not require explicit CSI estimation and reduces system averhead.
It also provides a tracking mechanism for time-variant channels.
In this paper. we develop an efficient lowiomplexity adaptive SC
FDFATBC algorithm forjoint interference cancellation, equalization, and

joim interference cancellation and equalization techniques with two c w
channel usen. The adaptive version of the SC FDE is developed in Section
3 for both training and tracking modes. Simulation results far the EDGE
environment are presented in Section 4 and the papcr is concluded in Section 5.

2. STBC FOR BROADBAND CHANNELS
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~
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For STBCs to achieve multi-path and spatial diversity gains on frequencyselective channels. the Alamouti scheme should be implemented at a block
nor symbol level. Several schemes have been proposed for this putpose
[9]. In this section we explain the structure and equalization of the SC
FDE-STBC,
2.1. The Single-User Case

We consider first the scheme where a single urcr equipped with two amennas is transmitting data over a wireless channel and the receiver has a single
antenna. Data is transmitted from the antennas according to the following
space-time coding technique 151. Denote the nthsymbol of the kth transmitted block from antenna i by xy'(n). At times k = U, 2 , 4 , . . , , pairs
Of

~

where x has a covariance matrix equal to O:IN and (,)* and (.)A, denote
complex conjugation and modulo-M operations. respectively. In addition,
B cyclic prefix is added to each transmitted block to eliminate inter-user
interference (IBIJ and make all channel matrices circulanr. Also, the transmitted power from each antenna is half its value in the single-transmit case
so that the total mnsmitted power is fired. With two transmit and one receive antenna, the received blacks k and k 1 are described by
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where &I is the noise vector with a covariance matrix equal to &N,
and HY1 and HP' are the circulanr channel matrices from the first and
second transmit antennas, respectively, over block j , to the receive antenna.
Applying the D F l matrix Q to y ( l J ,we get ( f o r j = k,k + 1)
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xixl(n) and xl"'(n) (for
length-"
by an informationSource according to the

(3)
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( I ) and properties of the DFT [IO], and assuming the two channels are fined
over two consecutive blocks. we arrive at

3
'

=

AXCN

(4)

where )(: denotes complex conjugation of the enuies of the vector. The
minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimator of X given Y is then

X=

(A * A + &IzN)-'

A*Y 2 ~

a*u

(5)

where A is diagonal and SNR is the signal to noise ratio at the receiver.
S N R = m:/r:.
Thc SC MMSE-FDE output is transformed back to
time-domain where decisions are made.
2.2. The TwctUser Case
By using a second receive antenna, we can double the number of users.
The system block diagram is shown i n Figure I.With two receive antennas
and two users (each equipped with 2 antennas), Eq. (4) generalizes to

Fig. 1. Two-user system.
also have the same structure as A in (4). Combining the interference canceller and the MMSE equalizer, the equalizer o u t p ~ can
t be seen to be

where

where Y r ' and Yr+"are the received signals at the second receive
antenna at blocks k m d k 1,respectively, and S?' and Sr' are the kth
transmitted blocks from the first and second antennas of the second user.
respectively. In more compact form, Eq.(6) can be written as

+

and each A i , i = 1 . . .4, has the following structure

Equation (9) can be written altematively as

where Y I and Y 2 are the processed signals from the first and second antenna~while N I and Nz are the corresponding noise vectors. Moreover.
S Consists of the two subvectors representing the sire-N FFTs of the in.
formation blocks transmitted from the interfering user's first and second
antennas at lime k. The two users can be decoupled by applying the following linear zero-forcing interference canceller:

where c = A, - r a A T 1 r =and A = A, - r Z A ; l r s . I t can be
verified that bath C and A have the same onhogonal structure as A given
by (4). Once the two users have been decoupled. the equalizatiou procedure described by (5) can be used for each user { Z I , Zz) to recover the
S}.
original data {X,

3. ADAPTIVE SCHEME
The joint interference cancellation and equalization technique descibed
above requires the channels to be known at the receiver. Channel estimation is done by adding a training sequence to each black and using it to estimate the channel, which increases thc system overhead. Reduction of the
system overhead requires using longer blacks. which is not viable for wireless channels with fast variations. In this section, we develop an adaptive
tcchnique for joint interference cancellation and equalization of the FDESTBC. The proposed adaptive receiver eliminates the need for adding a
mining sequence lo each data block by using a few training blacks during
initialization, then it tracks the channel variations in a decision-directed
mode. In this way. the system overhead can be reduced.
Starting with Eq.(X), since A, and A, have the same orthogonal
structurearAin(4),wecaneasilyverifythatboth - r , A T ' a n d - r z A g l

and

where

and W; and W; are the vectors containing the diagonal elements of A;
and Ab, respectively. Moreover, W' i s B 2 N x I vector containing the elements of {W: ,W;}, and U i is an onhogonal rmtririx of size 2N x 2 N
containing the received symbols at antenna i from blocks k and k + 1.
Equations ( I I ) and (12) reveal the special structure of the interference canceller for the STBC problem. In the non-adaptive scenaio. the coefficients
of W' are calculated from a channel estimate at every black. Equations
( I 1) and (12) suggest that W' can be computed adaptively, e.g., by us^
ing the RLS algorithm (for faster convergence). In this case, the receiver
coefficients are updated every two blacks according lo the recursions:

(14)

where
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Fig. 2. Adaptive receiver structure for a 2-user system with 4-transmit 2-receive antennas.
where n(0)is 2N x 2 N and n~ is N x N diagonal and given by

and
1

and

2

+~A-'

(U:+> U;+,) P,

X is a forgetting factor that is close tu

(16)

1. The initial conditions are

Wi = 0 and Po = 6 1 4 ~6, is B large number, and I ~ isNthe 4 N x 4N
identity matrix. D:+, and DZ+z arc the desired response vectors given

IIN= (I~+X-1(diag(lY~12+lY~/2)+diag(/Y~l'+-t/Y~l2)))-'
Substituting (18) into (17L we find thar P z is given by

P,

=

X - ' 6 1 4 ~ - (A-'6j2.

=

(2 2 j

u:'n(o)u;

u;'n(oju:
(19)

where P2i and Pz4are ZN x 2N diagonal and P22 and Pz3 have the
orthogonal structure as A in (4). Proceeding lor k = 2,
The block d i a g r m of the adaptive receiver is shown in Figure 2. The
received signals from both antennas are transformed to the frequency domain using FFT,,hen thc dara matrices U f and U: in (I l ) and (12) are
formed. U: and
are passed through the filters to form the frequency
domain estimates for the two wers' Uansmitted data X and S. These two
outputs are transformed back to the time domain using IFm and a decision device is used to generate the receiver outputs. The receiver operates
in a wining mode where known training data are used to generate the error vectors and update the receiver coefficients until they converge, then it
switches to a decision4irected mode where previous decisions are used to
update the receiver coefficients lor tracking. For decision-directed operation, the reconstructed data are transformed back to frequency domain and
compared to the corresponding receiver outputs to generate emor vectors.
The error vectors are used to update the coefficients according to the RLS
algorithm. When tracking channels with fast vanations, retraining blocks
might be needed to prevent divergence of the alganthm.

Ut

3.1. Exploiting STBC structure
Although matrix inversion is needed in ( I S ) for operation of the RLS aigonthm, the computational complexity can be significantly reduced and
matrix inversion can be avoided altogether by exploiting the special STBC
~tructure.Actually, the complexity of the algorithm can he reduced to that
of an LMS implementation! We then end up u,ith RLS performance at
LMS cost. The rationsle behind complenity reductian is as follows. Staning with Eq.(IS) at k = 0, we get

+ U:P22Uf' + u q P , , u q ' ) ) - '
After simple algebra. it can be verified that n(2)has the fom:

where *<,(Z), i ; j = 1 , 2 , are N x ?
diagonal
I
matrices. Block matrix
inversion 11 i] can he used to evaluate n ( 2 ) . It can be easily shown that
no matrix inversion is needed since q i j ( 2 ) , i , j = 1 , 2 , ace ail diagonal
matrices. Moreover, the rIL,(Z),i , j = 1,2. are N x N diagonal matrices.
Pd is then found to be

P4 = r ' P , - X - l P z (U:')
U;'

n(2)(U;

U;) P,

(22)

P d is a 4N x 4 N block matrix that consists of 16 N x N
diagonal matrices. This means that the number of entries to be calculated
is much lower than for a full matrix. I f we proceed further beyond ii = 2,
we find that the structures for n(k)and
stay the same. Table i
to update its entries.
summarizes how we can use the ~ t r u ~ t u rofe Pk+2
It is worth mentioning that all N x N matrices in Table I are diagonal.
This means that any matrix multiplication is simply evaluated by N scalar
multiplications.

It follows that

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
i n this section, we provide simulation results for the performance of the
adaptive interference canceller and equalizer far STBC. The simulated scenario includes two cn-channei users using the Alamouti STBC for frcquency selective channels. Each user is equipped with two transmit antennas and 8-PSK signal constellation is used. The receiver is equipped
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Table I. Adaptation Algorithm
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Fig. 3. BER performance of the adaptive receiver.

with 2 receive antennas. Signal to Interference Noise ratio (SINR) is set to
OdB, i.e., both users are transmitting at the Same power. Data blocks of 32
symbols plus 3 symbols for the cyclic prefix are used. Typical Urban (TU)
channel is considered with a linearized GMSK transmit pulse shape Furthermore, all channels are assumed to be independent. The overall channel
impulse response memory of the channel is U = 3. Figure 3 shows the
bit-crrar-raie periomance of the system compared to the single user case
at two different Doppler frequencies. From this figure. it is clear that the
adaptive interference cancellation technique can separate c M h a n n e l uscm
without sacrificing performance. However, at high doppler frequencies,
the RLS algorithm might not be able to track the channel variations. In
this care, training more often can improve the system performance at the
expense of increasing system overhead. It was shown in [71 that smaller
training blacks can also be used 10 maintain low system overhead.

'here the entries of U k arc given by Eq. (13). Also, each U v ( k ) ii
N diagonal. Pk is lhen updated as follows:

?x

1. Let

2. Compute its block entries @ % j ( k ), i, j = 1 , 2 , as follows:
q S 2 ( k )= <<j+ A - ' .
4

4

Umz(k

5. CONCLUSIONS

+ Z)Pmi(k)UTj(k + 2 )

1=1 m=1

An adaptive scheme for joint interference cancellation and equalization
of multi-user space-time black-coded lransmission is developed. T h e
scheme is based on a modified low;omplexity RLS algorithm that exploits

the rich ~tructureof STBC to sepaate two equal-powered c-hannel
users. Both training and tracking performance results of the scheme are

e,,

where
= IN when i = j and O N othenvise. Again. eacl
Z,,(k) is N x N diagonal.

3. Compute

presented. It is shown that the system capacity can be almost doubled by
using this scheme while maintaining low systcm complexity and overhead
and without sacrificing periomance or bandwidth.
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= rY,,(k) - @ 1 2 ( k ) * ; : ( k ) * * 1 ( k )
is Ihi
where & ( k )
Schur complement of * n ( k ) and the time index ( k ) has bee,
dropped for compactness. The n , j ( k ) blocks of I I ( k ) are alrc
N x N diagonal.
It has a smcture similar to Pk
thenlheN x N d i p g a n a l m a t r i c e s ~ ; j ( k ) , i ,=
j 1-.-4,ar
given by

4. Define 8 k = U;+,II(k)Llk+2.

2

*,j(k)

2

=

ug(k+Z)nl,(k)Uj,(k+~j
I=, m = l

5. Update P,,(k

P,,(k

+ 2) as

+ 2) = x - ' P i 3 ( k j

6. Reoeat the m e v i o u s t e ~ sfar each iteration.

